
Pressure transducer application 
Real-time wireless pressure measurement.



Our solution
Designed for offshore and onshore operations, Strainstall’s pressure 

transducers raise the bar for wellsite safety and cost-efficiency by replacing 

cabled measurement systems with innovative wireless technology.

Strainstall’s solution is ideal for:

•  Well intervention – wireline and slickline applications

•  Measurement While Drilling (MWD)

•  Standpipe and mud pump pressure applications

•  Top drive applications 

•  Hook load applications

•  Blowout preventer applications (BOP)



Why choose us?

Available for hire or purchase

Don’t let rigging up tie you down
Developed in collaboration with Viatran, Strainstall’s real-time wireless pressure measurement solution cuts out  

cable related procedures and rig up time to limit NPT and reduce costs.

Improved safety with  
no strings attached
As a trip hazard that is easily damaged,  

replacement cables are a major wellsite  

hazard and cost. Strainstall’s wireless  

solution removes cables from the equation,  

transforming wellsite safety and cost  

efficiency, while mitigating NPT from  

re-rigging

Simple to use plug  
and play design

There is no need to change your current set 

up to gain the benefits of Strainstall’s pressure 

measurement solution. Enabling both digital 

and analogue outputs, our easy to rig up, 

modular system integrates seamlessly with 

almost any existing configuration and can be 

fitted in multiple locations. 

Data insights made 
practical

Strainstall’s wireless pressure measurement 

solution captures and stores data directly 

onto load cells with superior accuracy.  

Using our user-friendly SmartLoad®  

technology, this time-stamped data enables 

the opportunity for enhanced reporting and 

post-analysis.

Confidence in the 
toughest conditions
Rest assured that Strainstall’s pressure  

measurement solution is designed to meet  

the demands of the most challenging wellsite  

conditions. The system is hazardous area  

Zone 1 certified by ATEX, IECex and SGS,  

as well as detonator safe - tested by  

Franklin Applied Physics. 
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Our worldwide support network

Global locations: 

• United Kingdom

• UAE

• Malaysia

• Singapore

• USA

• Norway

• Korea

A brief selection of offshore structures  
Strainstall have supplied systems to:

• Akpo (Nigeria)

• Al Morjan (UAE)

• Bideford Dolphin (Norwegian North Sea)

• C7 (Offshore India, Arabian Sea)

• Dalia (Angola)

• Kaombo (Angola)

• Kizomba A & B (Angola)

• Kikeh (Sabah)

• Moho Nord (Congo)

• Prelude (NW Australia)

• Ocean Vanguard (Marmara Sea)

• Okume (Equatorial Guinea)

• Oveng (Equatorial Guinea)

• Papa Terra (Campos basin)

• Pazflor (Angola)

• PSVM (Angola)

• Salema (Campos basin)

• Shenzi (Gulf of Mexico)

• Sovereign Explorer (Trinidad & Tobago)

• Stampede (Gulf of Mexico)

• TEN (Ghana)

• TO Rather (Malaysia)

• West Seno (Makassar Strait, Indonesia)

• Shell Stones (Gulf of Mexico)

• Terra Nova (Newfoundland)

With over 50 years’ expertise, Strainstall is a partner you can trust.

Our core values of delivering excellence and continuous innovation 

have been the key to our success. By leveraging our global reach, deep 

operational understanding, breadth of capability and the enthusiasm and 

commitment of our staff, Strainstall has become a trusted partner  

to all its clients.



Strainstall can now present a solution which can integrate 
with anything the customer has in the field, providing  
significant safety and operational effieciency benefits.
Simon Everett, Managing Director, Strainstall

“ “ Additional features

• Complete with overload  

detection and black box

• High frequency transmission  

to desired destination

• Handheld real-time display  

with 250m range

• Configurable SmartLoad™  

software – available as an app

• Digitally stored calibration  

records

• Records values for up to  

9 months (D-cell batteries)



Value. Engineered.  
Together. 
With over 50 years’ experience, Strainstall are a leading provider of asset 
monitoring innovations for the global oil and gas industry. Supported by the  
wider James Fisher and Sons plc, Strainstall’s UK based engineering team 
deliver solutions that are proven to enhance asset safety and performance  
for its industry partners.



Contact us 
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T: +44 (0)1983 203 600 

E: enquiries@strainstall.com

LinkedIn: Strainstall

Twitter: @Strainstall


